
 

 

 
Dear St. Peter’s families,  
 
Welcome back to school for our second half term of the year.  This is always my favourite term (I love the Autumn, 
dark nights, fireworks and of course, the run up to Christmas!) and it’s also our busiest term by far!  
 
Next week is Parents’ Evening.  We have made some changes in response to the questionnaire sent out at the 
beginning of term.  For parents wanting a face-to-face appointment, this can be done on an afternoon until 4.30pm.  
Online appointments can be made on the evening of Wednesday 9th November for virtual meetings.  I hope that this 
strategy suits everyone and if not, we will return to the virtual appointments in the spring to align with what other 
Leamington schools are doing.   
 
I appreciate that this is short notice, but I think it’s important to share the reason why.  Mrs Giacalone has been 
running Little Fishers before and after school this week because we have had staff shortages; our options were to 
close LF or have Mrs Giacalone step in, possibly to the detriment of running the office.  This has meant she has lost 
10 hours of admin time and unfortunately, sending out reminders for parents evening around Wednesday of this 
week, slipped through the net.  I felt that keeping LF open was the priority but there have been knock on effects all 
week.  I hope parents understand the reason for the late notice and that in the spirit of what we are all trying to 
achieve, we make this work.  If there are any problems, please talk to us and we will do our best to help so that 
everyone gets an appointment if they want one; there’s no need for any panic or upset! 
 
Next Friday, we will be hosting our Remembrance Day Mass in church.  This will be our first ‘St Peter’s’ Mass and I 
hope that many of you can join us as we remember our fallen brothers and sisters.  Children are able to buy poppies 
next week; they will be on sale at lunchtime if the children want to bring in some money to donate.   
 
Finally, it is Bonfire Night tomorrow and I hope that 
you all have exciting plans!  I have just been into 
Year 3/4 and asked them about how to stay safe this 
weekend and they gave me many brilliant ideas.  I 
hope that you have a great time but please, please, 
please talk to your little (and big!) ones about 
staying safe around fireworks, sparklers and 
bonfires.  As always, consider attending an official 
display rather than attempting on yourself!  
 
Best wishes,  

Mrs Sharman 
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Class 1 have had their busiest week yet! On Monday, we belatedly 

celebrated Diwali and the children made cards and decorations and enjoyed 

lots of dancing. Tuesday was All Saints’ Day and Class 1 learned all about why 

saints are so special before behaving incredibly well in their first St Peter’s 

Mass. We were all so impressed with them! The rest of the week saw us 

creating firework art and preparing for Bonfire Night by making safety 

posters, which the children have displayed around school. 

Class 2 This week Class 2 have enjoyed learning about key feasts in our 

Church. We attended Mass for All Saints Day and we created a 'Great Cloud' of 

special Saints. We have also learnt about All Souls Day and have begun 

Remembrance preparations. Class 2 had a creative afternoon making Victorian 

themed tree decorations with Libby from ArtLab. We can't wait to see our 

beautiful tree in All Saints Church. We have enjoyed starting our learning about 

Australia and have read a brilliant story book, The Koala Who Could. In Dance this 

week, we moved to music, with the theme of Bonfire and Fireworks. A wonderful 

week!  

Class 3 This week Class 3 have been using thesauruses and 

figurative language to improve their vocabulary and overall 

descriptive writing. In Maths, we have been using efficient 

methods to calculate our subtractions and using checking 

strategies to check that we have got the correct answers. In 

Science, we have begun our new topic of Animals Including 

Humans and have started by naming parts of the digestive 

system. For our creative afternoon the children have been 

looking at the Shaduf, an ancient Egyptian invention to 

transport water, and designing their own. During our RE this week Class 3 

have been learning about the different ways in which God talks to us today. We have 

also looked at the parable of the Good Samaritan. The children enjoyed the 

opportunity to attend Mass on All Saints' Day and reflect on 

what we had learned.  

Class 4 This week the children have been revisiting the four 

operations of Maths and solving some tricky problem-solving 

questions. It has been good to see how well they have managed 

this and the different techniques they use to solve a variety of 

calculations. In English the focus has been on reading and SPaG, 

and the children have been trying out some SATs style questions 

to prepare them for the summer. I was particularly impressed at 

how stoically the Year 5 took on the challenging questions. Well 

done to them! We were looking how jobs have progressed since the 

Victorian Era in History and the children were all extremely pleased that they are no 

longer required to do some of the terrifying jobs the Victorian children had to do. Our Child Led Prayer was 

led by Sophia and Layla this week and they held a wonderful prayer session all about making sure we do our best not 

to disappoint God by keeping Jesus at the heart of everything we do......mmmm? I recognise that! 😁 

 

This week we have been learning… 



 

 

Stars of the week! 

Class 1 – Clara for being so reverent in Church. 

She joined in beautifully throughout Mass and puts 

100% effort into our RE lessons too! She is truly faith-

filled . 

 

Class 2 - Luca displays all of our values at St. 

Peter's and has been noticed for his great listening 

skills this week. He remembered some previous 

learning in our RE lesson this week and I was really 

proud of him for adding his contribution. Well 

done Luca! 

 

Class 3 - Abir is our star this week because he 

always uses beautiful manners and is consistently 
polite. This week multiple different adults in school 
have pointed out his wonderful manners and 
behaviour around school. He is a credit to St Peter's! 
 

Class 4 - Erika has been really engaged in our 

History topic and she has been really pushing herself 

to write in as much detail as possible in all her work. 

She also gave a wonderful reading at our Mass on 

Tuesday. 


